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INFORMATION ON SUBSTANCE / MIXTURE 
 

I.N.C.I. Parfum 

Manufacturing process Mixture of aromatic products, natural origin, identical nature and synthesis 

 
TECHNICAL DATA 
 
Physical parameters 
 

Appearance Liquid 

Color Colorless to pale yellow 

Odor Fruity, watery 

Relative density (d20/20) [1.0700 ; 1.1100] 

Refractive index at 20°C [1.4400 ; 1.4850] 

Flash point 113.8°C 

Ethanol solubility Yes 

Water solubility No 

 
TRANSPORT, STORAGE and SHELF LIFE 

 

Storage conditions It is recommended to store the product in its original closed container protected 
from light and heat sources. 

Shelf Life 36 months under good storage conditions 

Custom Tariff 3302909000 
 

LEGISLATION 

 

Certification - 

EINECS - 

CAS - 

 
LABELING 

 

Hazard pictograms 

 

Hazard categories Eye Irrit. 2 - Serious eye damage / eye irritation 2 
Aquatic Chronic 3 - Hazardous to the aquatic environment, long-term hazard 3 
Repr. 2 - Reproductive toxicity 2 
Skin Sens. 1 - Sensitization skin 1 
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Hazard statements H317 - May cause an allergic skin reaction. 
H319 - Causes serious eye irritation. 
H361 - Suspected of damaging fertility or the unborn child. 
H412 - Harmful to aquatic life with long lasting effects. 

Precautionary statements P201 - Obtain special instructions before use. 
P202 - Do not handle until all safety precautions have been read and 
understood. 
P261 - Avoid breathing dust/fume/gas/mist/vapors/spray. 
P264 - Wash hands thoroughly after handling. 
P272 - Contaminated work clothing should not be allowed out of the workplace. 
P273 - Avoid release to the environment. 

European Union specific hazard 
statements 

None 

 

 
DISCLAIMER 
All warranty claims in respect to the conformity of our product are subject to our General Terms and Conditions of Sale 
and Delivery. The data listed above reflects the results of the manufacturer or our supplier quality tests. We do not 
hereby make any express or implied warranty, whether for specific properties or for fitness for any particular 
application or purpose. All values are valid for the product when dispatched from the works. We recommend you 
perform your own quality and or identification checks on receipt. 

 




